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JMC Recycling Systems Ltd

This new-generation  shear is faster and more 
powerful than any other machine in its field and 

features automatic hold down and a 500mm blade.  
Available as electric or diesel. 
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JMC 500 
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The

Built for speed and 
power

FAST AND STRONG

This 500mm blade shear has been built for speed 
and power, and will out-perform every other 
machine in its field.   The JMC 500 has enough 
shear force to deal with a wide range of operations 
and materials including: the cleaning of automotive 
aluminium scrap, whole gear-boxes, cylinder heads 
and blocks, oversized gate valves, and the handling 
of all non-ferrous separations.  It can also be used 
for cropping ferrous metals.  

Technical Data

507 Shear

Cutting Capacity
Mild Steel 43A

Round bar

Flats

Square bar

5/867mm, 2 ” Dia 50mm

152mm, 6” 

19mm, ¾” 
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EASY TO OPERATE

The JMC 500 features an automatic hold-down 
clamp which holds material in place during the 
cutting cycle. It also comes complete with locking 
rubber wheels for manoeuverability  around your 
yard.

Opening and closing of the jaws is controlled from a 
movable foot pedal.  The cutting blades return 
immediately to the open position once pressure on 
the foot pedal is released - thereby increasing 
operator safety.  A continuous cutting action can be 
achieved by keeping the foot pressure on the pedal.  

320 12” shear

500 20” shear4000 16” shear
200 8” shear

6mm, ¼” 

402mm, 16” 

Blade Length 
Blade opening tip to tip
Weight 

Motor size 
Speed - 
Blades ¼ open 
Blades ½ open
Blades fully open 
Length 
Width 
Height 
Control 
Diesel motor
 

WORLDWIDE PEDIGREE

JMC Recycling Systems Ltd was formed from 
J.McIntyre Machinery Ltd in 2003 to manufacture 
the McIntyre range of Metal Recycling 
equipment.  McIntyre machines have been sold  
worldwide since 1975, and many of the company’s 
original units are still in constant daily use.  The 
500 shear forms part of a range of machines which 
have been built to last, and therefore to earn you 
money for many years.  

20”, 508mm
250mm
920kg (no oil),  
1143kg (with oil)
10Hp 

up to 58 strokes per minute
up to 30 strokes per minute
up to 20 strokes per minute
65”, 1650mm
36”, 915mm
58 ½”1490mm
Foot Pedal
Lister Petter 14.7 kW


